QM Sampling - Design Challenge
1 - Story
Adrian is happy today because today is the “Quality test day”. He works in an Ice Cream factory
and he is part of the “Product Quality Assurance Team”. Today He will test ice creams.
He needs to report the quality test results to four leaders. Your own quality leader, the warehouse
manager, the product line responsible, and the product marketing responsible. The test could fail
because storage conditions, product defects and visual presentation issues.
issues
He travels 1 hour from your own office to the production buildings, choose the product to test,
takes notes, take photos if necessary and take detailed measurements,, and then go back 1 hour
to your office
ffice to load the results into the system and send the emails to the stakeholders with the
results.
He thinks that your task could be easier if He load the results,
results notes and photos
hotos on-site using an
app and a tablet and then the results will be loaded immediately
imme
into the system.
So this app will help Adrian to load the data, notes and photos immediately into the system, then
the stakeholders
rs will be notified immediately by mail about the results (storage conditions, product
defects, or marketing defects). Photos
hotos will be uploaded in a shared folder.
In that way the company can take the corrective actions quickly and effectively.

2 - Persona
Adrian
apply
pply the theory
learned in the real
world.
Single. 29 years old. Industrial
Engineer. Master in Process
Optimization.

Ice Cream quality assurance.
Manufacturing process Improvements.
Weekly meetings with quality team.
Weekly meeting with process optimization
team.

Quality Process & Product
Analyst.

Analyze and improve current manufacture
processes.
Help to improve the quality in the final
product.

Need to inform the values immediately to
take corrective actions in case of batch
rejection.
Quickly send the information
to the stakeholders.

X
X
X
X
X

Warehouse Manager.
Ice Cream Product Manager.
Marketing Product Manager.
Quality Assurance Leader.

Background:
Single, 29 years old, Industrial Engineer. Master in Process Optimization. Proactive, enthusiast.
He wants to grow in the company.
Main Goals:
Analyze and improve current manufacture processes.
Help to improve the quality if the final product.
Analyze and Improve the existing quality procedures.
Reduce production times.
Needs:
Quickly send
d the information to the stakeholders.
Send all the necessary information to take the better solution.
Collaboration in the solution.
Pain Points:
Need to inform the values immediately to take corrective actions in case of batch rejection.
Send all the details (measurements, photos and notes) to take the right decision.
Take the right actions to solve the batch rejection.
Choose the right values that model the actual situation and the improved situation.

3 - User Experience Journey
Duration 4hs.

4 - Point of View
Copyright/Trademark

User :
Adrian – Quality
lity Process & Product Analyst.

Needs a Way to:
Quickly send the information to the stakeholders.

Because:
The solution in case of rejected batch should be as quickly as possible.

5 - Mockups
Master / Detail : Add Values (Splash and Build)

Master / Detail : Add Notes(Splash
(Splash and Build)
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Master / Detail : Add Photos(Splash
(Splash and Build)

Master / Detail : History(Splash
(Splash and Build)

6 - SAP Web IDE App Prototype
Step 1: Choose a Product, take and load values.
You will get automatically the characteristics to be inspected.
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Step 2: Add notes to your tests to write relevant details about the results

Step 3: Take photos if necessary and share it with your colleagues
Link to a secure folder to share photos and/or videos.
videos
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Step 4: Look for previous test of the same product to get more information
Test Details are not included in this app. May be in other app or in the next version.
version

Step 5:: Finally “Save & Publish” your values, notes and photos.
The right stakeholders will be notified immediately when you save your test, and then the improvements
improvement and
solutions will be possible with the right information in the right time.
time
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